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While some played every sort of composition most delightfully on the lute, in Italy and Spain the viola without a bow is more often used.

This testimony to the popularity of this mysterious instrument in Italy is taken from Johannes Tinctoris’s music treatise _De inventione et usu musicæ_, written in Naples about 1480 and published there between 1481 and 1483. The ‘viola without a bow’ (‘viola sine accculo’) is probably a terminology adapted by Tinctoris to denote the instrument more commonly known by some other names. It may well be an instrument called viola or small lute (‘dimidium luth’) of which Tinctoris described its origin and physiognomy in the same treatise:

Indeed the invention of the Spaniards, the instrument which they and the Italians call viola and the French _demi-luth_ is descended from the lute. However, it differs from the lute in that the lute is larger and shaped like a tortoise-shell whereas it is flat and in most cases curved inwards on each side.

Iconographical evidence indicates that this instrument was invented in Valencia in the mid-15th century. At first it had a thin body, a flat back, a long fingerboard, a lute-like reverse peg-box, and a deeply incurving waist. But by the end of the 15th century a new type ‘invented’ from the earlier model abandoned the sharply cornered waist, and featured instead a gently incurving waist. This constructional change was probably the result of changes in musical tastes. Players’ desire to perform polyphonic compositions on a single instrument was aided by using the fingers for plucking, a technique that enabled the simultaneous production of notes on non-adjacent strings. This stylistic change in turn prompted the invention of a tablature notation for solo players in the late 15th century. These events led to the increasing popularity of the instrument later called the _vihuela de mano_ in Spain and the _viola da mano_ in Italy.

During the last two decades of the 15th century and the first three decades of the 16th century there were abundant references to the Spanish plucked viola, referred to by various names, from several major Italian courts, such as Naples, Rome, Mantea, Ferrara and Urbino. There is also iconographical evidence for the instrument, one with a sharply cornered waist and the other with a gently incurving waist. Two political powers seem to have played a vital role in the importation and dissemination of the Spanish plucked viola in Italy: the Borgias in papal Rome and the Aragonese Trast王eras in the Kingdom of Naples. It was the Aragonese heritage that promoted political and cultural ties between Spain and Italy. Many of the courts in which the Spanish plucked viola was popular appear to have had close family or political connections either with the Borgias or the Aragonese dynasty in Naples.

Naples

Tinctoris did not specify which Italian cities cultivated the Spanish plucked viola; he used a collective term ‘italia’. The Aragonese court at Naples must have been one of them, for he had been in the service of the Neapolitan court for several years by the time he wrote the _De inventione_ in the late 1470s. However, it is unclear whether the references to the players of the viola from this period denote the Spanish instrument. For instance, a list of musicians working at the court of Naples, dating between 1480 and 1490.
includes a 'Giovanni Rois' who was a 'musico e sonatore de viola' to Ferrandino, Prince of Capua. There are references in 1492 to 'una violetta ad arco' and to singing with the viola (‘con la viola che sonava’); the former no doubt refers to the bowed viola, while the latter is probably the plucked viola. In fact, a contemporary Neapolitan painting offers evidence for the presence of the Spanish plucked viola in Naples at this time. Cristoforo Scacco’s The coronation of the Virgin of c.1500 (illus.1) depicts a small instrument with an elliptical body, a sharply cornered waist, a flat side, a medium-length fingerboard, and a lute-like peg-box. The angel-musician (the second player in the highest row right) plucks the strings, although it is not clear whether they are plucked with the fingers or a plectrum.

One of the major routes for the distribution of the new Spanish plucked viola was the Mediterranean Sea. There is a depiction of a plucked viola in the Madonna and child with angel musicians by an artist of the Sardinian school of c.1500 (illus.2). The instrument is small and has a thin, elliptical body with a gently incurving waist, a flat side, a soundhole, a long fingerboard, strings tied to a flat bridge, a sickle-shape peg-box with about nine pegs, and several tied frets. The player plucks the strings with bare fingers.

At this time, the earliest extant polyphonic music specifically composed for the plucked viola, the invention of a special tablature notation to accommodate this kind of arrangement, and the manner of playing technique which enabled the polyphony to be realized on a single viola, all appeared almost simultaneously. The manuscript preserved in the Bologna University Library (call-number Ms.596 HH.2/4) may be the earliest extant source for the newly imported Spanish plucked viola. The dates of the vocal models for the intabulations and the activities of their composers in Bologna 596 indicate the late 15th or early 16th century for the date of its compilation and Naples as its provenance.10

Bologna 596 is a fragment, now consisting of three paper leaves, containing, among others, a tuning diagram, a short untitled piece (a recercar?) in tablature, and a piece entitled Fortuna vincinecta (an arrangement of Johannes Vincet’s rondeau Fortune par ta cruauté) in mensural notation and tablature. These pieces are probably composed for a plucked instrument with the polyphonic manner of playing with the fingers, for the voices are

---

1 Cristoforo Scacco, The coronation of the Virgin, c.1500 (detail) (Naples, Museo di Capodimonte)
enciphered on non-adjacent courses. In the untitled piece, for instance, one scale passage begins on one voice and ends on another (ex.1). The plucked viola as the intended instrumentation is also suggested by the rubric 'La mano a la viola' attached to the tuning diagram. These pieces are written in so-called Neapolitan tablature.21

The invention of tablature was a by-product of the development of the polyphonic manner of playing. The change of musical style and performance practice on the plucked viola made it necessary for composers and players to develop a special notation for solo arrangements of polyphonic compositions. The development of the polyphonic manner of playing on the Spanish plucked viola took place in the late 15th century in Spain, attested to by the depiction of the finger-plucking technique on the plucked viola in those paintings. So-called Spanish lute tablature was possibly invented around that time in Valencia. The exportation of the Spanish plucked viola to Italy and the cultivation of the polyphonic manner of playing on this instrument lead us to assume that some kind of notation for the Spanish plucked viola was also developed in Italy. Neapolitan tablature was developed in Naples specifically to notate the music for the Spanish plucked viola.22

The successive control over the Kingdom of Naples by Alfonso the Magnanimous and Ferrante I made the inter-cultural relationship between the Mediterranean side of the Iberian Peninsula and the south-western portion of the Italian peninsula close and fertile during the second half of the 15th century.23 There can be little doubt that this strong political connection between the two branches of the

Ex.1 Anonymous piece from Bologna 596, f.[3]

---

2 Anonymous (Sardinian school), *Madonna and child with angel musicians*, c1500 (detail) (Castelsardo)
house of Aragon assisted the importation of the Spanish plucked viola from Valencia to Naples.

Rome

The close relationship between the east coast of Spain and Rome was formed when a Spanish cardinal, Alfonso Borgia, became Pope Calixtus III. He promoted his relatives to important positions at the papal court and surrounded himself with his countrymen. His short reign (1455–8) may not, however, have provided enough opportunities for the constant flow of music and musicians from Spain. He spent the last 25 years of his life in Italy, although he regularly maintained contacts with his relatives in Spain. The pope’s nepotism brought his nephew Rodrigo Borgia to Rome, part of his early education having been conducted in Valencia, and he returned to Valencia as a papal envoy between 1471 and 1473.14

The importation of the new Spanish plucked viola to Rome probably increased when Rodrigo became Pope Alexander VI (reigned 1492–1503). Shortly after his election to the papacy, he commanded the painter Bernardino Pinturicchio to decorate the Borgia Apartments at the Vatican. A fresco treating the subject of music (illus.3) includes a depiction of a musician playing a plucked string instrument that has an elliptical body with a distinctive incurving waist, a flat side, a long fingerboard capable of carrying a dozen frets, a sickle-shape peg-box, several strings, and about a dozen pegs that imply six-double courses.15 The player plucks the strings with his thumb and index finger while anchoring the rest of the fingers on the soundboard; this finger-plucking technique with two bare fingers can allow the simultaneous production of at least two polyphonic voices.

Pinturicchio’s workshop was also responsible for depicting personifications of the Liberal Arts on the frescoes in the Sala delle Arti Liberali in the Borgia Apartments. Pinturicchio asked the humanist Paolo Cortesi to be his adviser for the selection of the antique figures. The Roman orator Cicero had been traditionally chosen as the personification of Rhetoric, and Cortesi undoubtedly advised...
Naturichio to follow that tradition. But Pinturichio chose Cortesi instead, as a humanist well versed in the discipline of rhetoric, and in an act of gratitude for his help.16 This personal association at the time that the Spanish plucked viola began to appear in Rome strongly suggests that Cortesi was familiar with the instrument depicted at the Borgia Apartments. Indeed, Cortesi, who became a papal sessor, an apostolic secretary, and an apostolic proctor in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, was in a position to observe the change of musical taste at the papal court imposed by the Borgias, who were undoubtedly inclined to maintain their Spanish heritage in Rome.

Cortesi’s last work, De cardinalatu, published posthumously in 1510, is a treatise on the rules of behaviour fitting to cardinals, both established and aspiring prelates, investigating their needs and problems in an encyclopaedic manner.17 The second book of the treatise devotes some sections to music and includes information on instruments such as organ, clavichord, lute and lyra hispana. The lyra hispana is likely to be a plucked string instrument similar to the lute, for these two instruments appear in the same classification (the description of the lyra hispana follows the section on the lute) and, according to Cortesi, they share the same playing techniques and performance style.18

Cortesi’s attitude towards the nomenclature of the instruments which he describes in the De cardinalatu (that is, the avoidance of the vernacular terms and the use of circumlocutions), is not strictly observed for the lyra hispana. The term appears to have been taken from the name commonly known but rendered into Latin by Cortesi, or it may simply reflect Cortesi’s understanding of the origin and categorization of the instrument. Tintorios’s statements that the ‘lyra’ was commonly known as the lute and that the new viola invented by the Spanish was a subspecies of the lute may have influenced Cortesi’s choice of nomenclature (therefore the ‘Spanish lute’). Because of the newness of the instrument, the terminology for the Spanish plucked viola seems not to have been firmly standardized at the end of the 15th century, and it was common practice simply to apply the name of the most popular plucked string instrument of the time.

In spite of the seemingly great similarity between the lute and the lyra hispana, Cortesi’s attitude towards these instruments significantly differed. After praising the recent innovation in lute playing that enabled the simultaneous production of polyphonic voices on a single lute (which Cortesi considered to be a revival of the lost and highest art of instrumental playing), Cortesi lamented the imperfection of the lyra hispana because of its sound. In comparing it to the sound of the lute, he criticized that the ‘equal and soft sweetness’ of the lyra hispana satiates one’s ear and its ‘uniformity’ forces one’s sense of bearing to an intolerable limit.

Although Cortesi deals last in each category with what is first in his esteem, the lyra hispana comes after the lute, the instrument to which he offers such praise.19 Cortesi treats the lyra hispana with some reluctance. He may have felt compelled to include a description of this instrument as an appendix, towards which he showed such a negative attitude because of its comparatively recent appearance in Italy. Its introduction must have caused some sensation, and it subsequently acquired some popularity among the courtiers and musicians at the papal court.20

Orvieto

The knowledge of the new Spanish viola, both bowed and plucked, travelled to other parts of the Papal States. The town of Orvieto belonged to the Papal States and had strong political connections with the Borgias, particularly Alexander VI’s ‘son’ Cesare Borgia. Fra Angelico was invited to fulfil the task of decorating the walls of Orvieto Cathedral (Cappella Nuova), and he, together with Benozzo Gozzoli, worked briefly on this project between 1447 and 1449. In 1499 Luca Signorelli was commissioned to complete what Fra Angelico and Gozzoli did not finish. Until 1504 Signorelli worked on the murals such as the End of the world, Rules of Antichrist, Crowning of the elect, Elect entering heaven in the earthly paradise, Damned led into Hell, among others.

The Coronation of the elect in the earthly paradise on the east wall depicts a group of angel-musicians welcoming the elect to Heaven; Signorelli closely follows Dante’s description of the scene. The angel-
musicians are depicted with string instruments. Among them is the Spanish plucked viola with a gently incurving waist (illus.4). The instrument has a long fingerboard, a sound-hole in the middle of the sound-board, a flat bridge, about 11 strings (five double-strung courses and a single strung course), and a sickle-shape peg-box with several pegs. The musician is depicted in the act of plucking the strings with bare fingers; the player may also be singing.

The musical angels appear in a pyramid shape, and the angel who plays the Spanish plucked viola is situated at the top. The music-making by the angels and the presence of musical instruments symbolize the celestial harmony. The hierarchy of instruments may be based on another symbolism. Signorelli’s depiction of musical instruments may have been motivated by a desire to antagonize Girolamo Savonarola, who had commanded the destruction of all such objects, which he felt to be earthly vanities. Signorelli may have wished to restore musical instruments to their honorary place, as a means of praising God. By including the newly imported Spanish instrument, Signorelli may also have paid tribute to the Borgias, in whose native land the instrument was invented.

Milan

The woodcut in the border of Franchinus Gaffurius’s music treatise Practica musicae, published in Milan in 1496, illustrates Apollo holding in his left hand an instrument (illus.5). This has a figure-eight-shape body, a flat side, a flat bridge, a horizontal figure-three-shape sound-hole, a medium-length fingerboard, seven strings and a reverse lute-like peg-box. The frontispiece is a manifestation of the harmonious union of the Muses, strings, modes and planets, based on his humanistic learning. We should be cautious in understanding Apollo’s instrument as a faithful depiction of an actual instrument, for the presence of seven strings (four double courses and a single course) may be symbolic. Gaffurius was aware of the contradictory opinions on the number of strings, either seven or ten, on Apollo’s (or Orpheus’s) lyra or lira. The Renaissance iconography and literature often considered the lira da braccio to be equivalent to Apollo’s lyra, because painters and writers recognized the similarity in nomenclature. Likewise, the choice of the lute as Apollo’s instrument was made because the lute was among the most popular of the string instruments of the Renaissance. Therefore, it has been suggested that Apollo’s instrument in the Practica musicae may be either a lira da braccio or a cross between a lira da braccio and a lute, while the enormous serpent beneath Apollo, identified as Cerberus of Hades, is either a World-Bow or the string of a monochord. The absence of a leaf-shape peg-box, the absence of a tail-piece, the absence of an elevated fingerboard, the absence of a drone string, and the absence of a bow (if we disregard the serpent as a bow), however, diminish the likelihood that Apollo’s instrument is a lira da braccio. The presence of an incurving waist and a flat back eliminates the possibility that Apollo’s instrument is a lute.

The structural characteristics of this instrument, on the other hand, accord well with those in the
Spanish plucked viola. The Spanish plucked viola could be classified as one of the contemporary lyres, since humanistic writers often equated their contemporary string instruments with the string instruments of Antiquity. Tintorius mentioned that the Spanish plucked viola was a subspecies of the lute, which was in turn derived from the classical 'lyra', and Cortesi referred to the Spanish plucked viola as the lyra hispana.

It is highly probable that Gaffurius was involved in the design of the frontispiece, and that he was acquainted with the instruments depicted in it. His knowledge of the Spanish plucked viola may have been acquired while he resided in Naples from 1478 to 1480, at the time Tintorius was completing the De inventione. According to the poet Tomaso Cimello, Gaffurius and Tintorius formed a friendship at the Neapolitan court. Gaffurius began to write the Practica musicae in Lodi after his return from Naples in 1480 and later completed it in Milan.

Admittedly the crude drawing of Apollo's instrument in the Practica musicae gives little justice to regard it as a concrete evidence for the cultivation of the Spanish plucked viola in Milan. On the other hand, the overall similarity in structure to other examples of this instrument suggests that it is an approximate, not a detailed, depiction of a real instrument. If Apollo's instrument is indeed a Spanish plucked viola, Gaffurius's choice is unique.

Mantua

The eagerness to acquire the latest fashion in music was strong at the court of Mantua, particularly under the cultural inclinations of Isabella d'Este Gonzaga. Her cultivation of music included the patronage of professional musicians, commissioning and buying music books and instruments, and encouraging and participating in amateur music-making. Isabella acquired knowledge of the new Spanish instrument early on through the Ferrarese chancellor Bernardino de' Prosperi, who wrote to her in 1493 about the large violas played by the Spanish musicians in Milan. A reference to the viola associated with Naples came to Isabella's notice from an unexpected place a few years later. The Mantuan ambassador Francesco Comparini in his letter of May 1497 to Isabella, written at Esztergом in Hungary, mentions that the two 'viole' made in Hungarian fashion ('a řo[n] Varesca') could be altered to the Neapolitan style ('ala napoletana'). Comparini's use of the description 'napoletana' may come from his understanding of the Neapolitan origin of the instrument, though it is unclear what its distinctive constructional feature was. (Nor is it certain what the Hungarian viola was.) That the Mantuan ambassador in Hungary could specify the feature of a relatively obscure instrument indicates that the cultivation of the Spanish viola at the Mantuan court had started earlier, and that the new instrument was already known as far as Eastern Europe. The connection between Mantua, Hungary and Naples could have been Isabella's aunt,
Beatrice of Aragon, who became Queen of Hungary in 1476.

Although Isabella was well informed about the fashion of musical instruments, neither of the above-mentioned documents specify that the viola she knew at that point was the plucked one, nor that she had possessed an actual instrument. By the very end of the 16th century Isabella was eager to acquire the Spanish plucked viola. In a letter of 4 July 1497 to Lorenzo da Pavia, she asked the instrument maker to construct a lute of ebony (‘uno liuto ... de ebono’). She had been told about the existence of this instrument by Serafino dall’Aquila, who had seen one in Venice. From Lorenzo’s reply on 23 July of the same year, it appears that the instrument was not an ordinary lute, but different both in the construction method and in the materials used. Lorenzo emphasized that the ebony lute was particularly difficult to make in Venice because Italian instrument makers only knew how to make lutes in the Italian fashion (‘liuti aia italiana’). Lorenzo may have made his remark that the lutes made in Spain (‘liuti fatti in Spagna’) sounded different from the normal Italian lutes because the construction of the ‘Spanish-style lutes’ differed from that of standard lutes. Lorenzo wrote: ‘The Spanish give them a certain sound in one way or another to make them sing.’ Therefore, Isabella in her letter of 16 December 1499 reminded Lorenzo to make the lute’s body completely in the Spanish manner (possibly a thin, fiddle-like body) without giving it anything of the Italian fashion (a corpulent body with ribs).

The instrument Lorenzo finally sent to Isabella in March 1500 was a large ‘lute’ in Spanish fashion (‘uno liuto grande ala spagnola’). This contradicts, however, not only Tintorri’s remark that the Spanish viola was smaller than the lute but also Isabella’s specification that the new ebony lute should be constructed in a medium size because its pitch must be two steps (‘voce’) higher than the viola (possibly a bowed viola) Lorenzo had made for her previously. It is likely that what Lorenzo made was a trial instrument. This practice is documented as a standard procedure in the early 16th-century Spain for the would-be-master of instruments who was required to take an examination that consisted of making several instruments, including a large vihuela.

Although Lorenzo had already established his status as a master instrument-maker by then, he may have needed to experiment with the construction techniques that were completely new to him; Lorenzo wrote to Isabella that he was sending this instrument first because he had started constructing it ‘so long ago’. As William Prizer rightly suggests, the ‘large lute in Spanish fashion’ Lorenzo sent to Isabella may be a normal lute modified in some way to make the sound or shape similar to the Spanish plucked viola. In fact, in the same letter Lorenzo promised Isabella that he would make another lute in ‘authentic Spanish fashion, both in form and in sound’ (‘naturale ala spagnola et de forma como de voce’). In September of the same year Lorenzo informed Isabella that this ‘lute’ and another instrument were completed, except for the strings and cases. Apparently, Lorenzo finally succeeded in making the Spanish plucked viola.

The instruments that Lorenzo made for Isabella were played by Mantuan musicians, a courtly practice that became the cause for an act of theft. Federico Gonzaga of Bozzolo’s letter of 1503 to Isabella describes Giovanni Angelo Testagrossa’s joining his service and bringing with him three ‘vyoloni de archetto’ and two ‘spaghetti’ that had belonged to the court of Mantua. While the former instruments are certainly bowed violas, the latter are probably the Spanish plucked violas. The court painters may have used as their models the instruments belonging to the court. There are depictions of the two instruments by Paolo and Antonio Mola in an intarsia at Isabella’s grotta in her Mantuan palace created between 1506 and 1508 (illus.6). One is a lira da braccio, and the other appears to be a Spanish plucked viola. This instrument has a gently incurving waist with slight corners, a flat side, a soundhole, a flat string-holder, a long fingerboard with ten tied frets, two pairs of strings, a sickle-shape peg-box with a curved antinal head, and 11 peg holes with six pegs.

The correspondence between Isabella and Lorenzo makes it clear that the body structure of the Spanish plucked viola differs from that of the standard Italian lute and conforms with the characteristic differences between the lute and the viola mentioned by Tintorri. Also, the Spanish plucked viola
produces a sound different from that of the normal lute. This characteristic, emphatically pointed out by Cortesi and Lorenzo, is presumably the result of the differences in body structure.

Venice
During the 16th century Venice prospered as one of the major musical centres in Europe, not only for the commerce of music books and musical instruments, but also for the production of lutes, lute strings, printed lute books and lute manuscripts. Ottaviano Petrucci had his printing shop in Venice when he published the earliest printed lute books from 1507.\(^6\) Most of the earliest extant lute manuscripts may be of Venetian origin.\(^4\) The religious confraternities in Venice known as Scuole Grandi regularly maintained siagers and instrumentalists in order to provide music for ceremonies and processions.\(^4\) Their standard instrumental ensemble consisted of lute, harp and viola (or ‘violete’).\(^4\)

The commercial network that Venice established during the 15th and 16th centuries was a major source in the growing awareness of the new Spanish instrument. It was from Venice that Serafino dall’Aquila informed Isabella d’Este about the details of this unusual instrument’s construction, and it was also where Lorenzo da Pavia had his workshop. Lorenzo’s clients included, besides Isabella of Mantua, the Sforzas in Milan, the Este in Ferrara, and Pope Leo X in Rome. Lorenzo also made the Spanish viola for Isabella’s daughter Leonora Gonzaga, Duchess of Urbino.

Although Venice appears to have been an important place for the dissemination of the Spanish plucked viola, evidence of the cultivation of this instrument in Venetian dominions is scarce. One other shred of evidence for the knowledge (if not the cultivation) of the Spanish plucked viola in Venice is a ‘lute’ manuscript (Pesaro, Biblioteca Oliveriana, Ms.1144), suggested to be Venetian and its first layer considered to have been compiled in the last years of the 15th century. Pesaro 1144 contains two pieces notated in Neapolitan tablature: one entitled ‘Recercata de Antonio’ and another an intabulation of a song ‘Tanto me desti’. The former piece shows stylistic characteristics similar to the untitled piece in Bologna 596, particularly a

6 Paolo and Antonio Mola, intarsia door, c.1507 (Mantua, Palazzo Ducale, Grotta Nuova)

fusion between the monophonic and polyphonic styles.\(^4\)

Ferrara
The relationship between the Este court at Ferrara and southern Italy was a fertile and continuous one during the late 15th and early 16th centuries. Ercole I was educated at the Aragonese court at Naples, and married Ferrante I’s daughter. Pope Alexander VI’s ‘daughter’ Lucrezia Borgia became the consort of the Ferrarese heir Alfonso d’Este. And Ercole’s son Cardinal Ippolito I d’Este’s presence at the papal Rome was a vital source of information for the court of Ferrara.\(^9\) Moreover, the d’Estes had strong ties in many fields with the court of Gonzagas at Mantua during this period because of the geographical
closeness, political alliances and family relations. Cultural exchanges between these two courts increased after Isabella d'Este became the consort of Francesco Gonzaga. Naples, Rome and Mantua were the three main sources from which the house of d'Este acquired knowledge of the new Spanish instrument.

The earliest iconographical evidence of the Spanish plucked viola in Ferrara appears in the fresco in Santa Maria della Consolazione, probably painted between 1502 and 1505, depicting the coronation of the Virgin and 16 angel musicians (illus.7). In the lower right row of five angel musicians who play the bas[ instruments (among them two large bowed viols, a fiddle and a rebec), there is an instrument with an elliptical sound-board, a thin body with a flat side, a gently incurving waist, a sound-hole, a long fingerboard with about 11 strings (five double strung courses and a single strung course?), 11 tied frets, and a sickle-shape peg-box with about 11 pegs. That the player plucks the strings with the fingers confirms the cultivation of the polyphonic manner of playing before c.1500. The original type of Spanish plucked viola, with a sharply cornered waist was still to be found at the court of Ferrara about 1512, when Nicolo Pisano depicted an angel-musician playing such an instrument. It has an elliptical sound-board with a deeply cornered waist, two S-shaped holes on the sound-board, a medium-length fingerboard with five frets, a sickle-shape peg-box with five pegs, and seven strings plucked with the fingers (illus.8). The instruments depicted by Lorenzo Costa, Francesco Francia and Nicolo Pisano may have been modelled on real instruments in the possession of the court. A Ferrarese inventory of Cardinal Ippolito I made in 1511 includes an entry for 'quattro violoni alla napoletana' that is classified under the column 'lauti' but not that of 'viola'. A clear reference to the plucked viola comes from the same cardinal's inventory of 1520 that includes an entry for a viola da mano in a small square case ('una viola de mano, in usus casetta quadra').

The cultivation of the polyphonic manner of playing on the Spanish plucked viola in the first decade of the 16th century becomes a significant piece of evidence for the understanding of the musical style of solo players of plucked instruments. This was the time the celebrated lutenist Giovan Maria Hebreo was working for Cardinal Ippolito I: 1503 and 1506–7. Giovan Maria's ability to play various string instruments is implied by the Ferrarese pay register that described him variously as 'che sa sona de liuto' and 'che sona de lira', and by one pay register that connects Giovan Maria with the 'viola' ('A Zosan Maria Judie, sonadore, per una casa per mete dentro le viola'). The transfer of the solo lute style to the plucked viola during this period is quite conceivable if we take into consideration that Giovan Maria's
jute book was published just one year after his final stay in Ferrara.57

Urbino

The musical instruments depicted in the marquetry panels of the studioli of Federico da Montefeltro (1422–82) in Urbino and Gubbio include lutes, organs, recorders, a clavichord, a lira da braccio, a fiddle, a harp, drums, a jingle ring, a cittern (?), and a pair of unidentified wind instruments.58 The absence of the new Spanish plucked viola may be a significant piece of evidence that it was still unknown at the court before the last quarter of the 15th century. The Spanish plucked viola appears to have been introduced shortly after Timoteo Viti painted a bowed viola in a painting of about 1505.59 Isabella d’Este was one of the main sources of supply. Lorenzo da Pavia made a Spanish plucked viola in Venice in 1509 for Isabella’s daughter Leonora Gonzaga, Duchess of Urbino. Lorenzo claimed that the instrument was ‘the most beautiful Spanish viola’ (‘una belíssima viola alla spagnola’) he had ever made.60 In 1522 the Mantuan composer Marchetto Cara informed Leonora that he was bringing her ‘the most beautiful viola da mano’ (‘una bellissima viola de man’) that Isabella had had Lorenzo make.61

Considering the time span for the preparation of Il libro del cortegiano and his connections with the rulers of Urbino, Baldassare Castiglione must have had first-hand knowledge of the latest fashions in musical instruments at the court of Urbino. Indeed, his Cortegiano, written mostly in Rome between 1508 and 1516 and published in Venice in 1528, was modelled on the intellectual atmosphere and the cultural tendencies at the court of Urbino: it professes to be an account of discussions held on four evenings in March 1507. In the Cortegiano Castiglione made clear that musical skills were an absolute essential for the ideal courtier, without which he would not be considered perfect. According to his view of the musical education of the courtier, music lessons consisted of three main areas: general appreciation, skill in sight singing, and proficiency in playing various musical instruments.62

Discussing the kind of music appropriate for the courtier, Castiglione advocated vocal music, of which the most artistic was the solo singing of poetry accompanied by the viola (‘il cantare alla viola per recitare’), for the instrument’s character does not distract, but helps to project the words.63 There are indications that strongly suggest this viola to be one of the plucked varieties; Castiglione himself distinguished this viola from a quartet of bowed violas (‘quattro viole da arco’). The relevant passage is rendered in Juan Boscan’s Spanish translation of 1534 as ‘cantar con una vihuela’.64 One mid-16th-century English translator regarded the viola as a plucked instrument; Sir Thomas Hoby translated the phrase ‘il cantare alla viola’ as ‘to sing to the lute’ and the term ‘quattro viole da arco’ as ‘a set of viols’.65

The performance practice of singing with string instrument accompaniment was a well-cultivated
practice in the 15th and 16th centuries, and the Spanish plucked viola may have become one of the chosen instruments. In the Cortegiano, Castiglione singled out a ‘Iacomo Sansecondo’ and praised his skill in singing with the viola (‘cantar alla viola’). This musician is identical with Giacomo di Tesson da San Secondo, who was active as a player of the viola in Ferrara, Milan, Mantua, Urbino and Parma between 1493 and 1525. San Secondo may have been the model for the Apollo who plays the liuta da braccio in Raphael’s Parnassus. Castiglione heard San Secondo perform in Urbino in 1506. An iconographical manifestation of San Secondo’s style of singing may have been found in an engraving of a renowned improvisator, Giovanni Filoteo Achillini (1466–1538), made about 1510 by Marcantonio Raimondi (illus.9). It shows Achillini playing an instrument of an elliptical sound-board with a flat side, a long finger-board, a sickle-shape peg-box, a sound-hole, a flat bridge, about a dozen strings, and about ten pegs. He sits by a tree, resting his right foot on the instrument’s flat case on the ground. The shape of his mouth showing movement of his lips suggests singing, and the plucking of the strings with his bare fingers indicates the polyphonic manner of playing. From these examples, it is quite conceivable that the Spanish plucked viola was one of the prime instruments for polyphonic accompaniment to solo singing.

The vogue for the Spanish plucked viola in Italy suddenly ceased in the late 1520s, at most of the courts where the instrument had once been enthusiastically sought. Perhaps this was because of the decline of the Borgias and the Aragonese Trastàmaras. For the rest of the 16th century Naples was the only major centre for the cultivation of the Spanish plucked viola in Italy, made possible by the continuous governing of the Kingdom of Naples by the viceroyalty of the Holy Roman Empire. The attitude of Neapolitan instrumentalists was similar to that of their Spanish counterparts who overwhelmingly accepted the vihuela de mano instead of gravitating towards the lute, the dominant plucked string instrument in other countries.
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